
INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
A smart and patented single dose 
opening system

VERSATILE
Adaptable to contain any type of food 
and beverage, ideal for liquids, viscous 
and highly dense products

Welcome to the most revolutionary single serve sachet 
from V-Shapes®. Our patented single serve sachet can 
be used with just three fingers, simply snap and fold. 
It’s as simple as 1, 2 and 3.  

CUSTOMIZED
You can create your own 
unique packaging, choosing
size, opening type and graphic 
layout

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

THE GOOD
TASTE
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Download the 3D Configurator App and personalize your sachet

▹ Outdated and unhygienic opening methods

▹ Shorter shelf life due to the air contained 
inside

▹ Difficult to open and uncontrolled product 
release

▹ Need of more space involving to higher transport 
and storage costs

▹ Not fully printable and customizable

▹ Less sustainable production process

 ▹ Substantial product waste due to partial product 
release

▹ High impact on environment due to micro plastics 

▹Easily breakable

▹ Innovative, hygienic and patented opening solution

▹ Shelf life extension, no air inside the sachet

▹ Smart opening, precise and clean product release  

▹ Smallest footprint, supply chain improvements

▹ Enhanced brand visibility, fully customizable and 

printable packaging

▹ Reduction of energy consumption up to 35% 

during production process

▹ Product waste close to zero

▹ In line with principles of circular economy

▹ Extra resistant and strong

V-Shapes will simplify your life. Thanks to the smart and 
handy opening system, your consumers will be engaged in 
an extraordinary, emotional and tactile experience.
We design and manufacture our packaging machines 
by using a unique technology and the highest quality 
components all 100% Made in Italy.

The most hygienic and convenient solution to 
package your single serve food products

V-Shapes unit-dose packaging solutions are available 
also in fully compostable and bio-based versions. 

Made in Italy

V-Shapes creates and offers tailor-made solutions, our 
creative and super-efficient co-packing and delivery 
services are at your full disposal to satisfy any need.
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